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Abraham Lincoln (February 12, 1809 â€“ April 15, 1865) was an American lawyer and politician who served
as the 16th president of the United States from 1861 until his assassination in April 1865. Lincoln led the
nation through the Civil War, its bloodiest war and its greatest moral, constitutional, and political crisis. In
doing so, he preserved the Union, abolished slavery, strengthened the ...
Abraham Lincoln - Wikipedia
The Erie Canal is a canal in New York, United States that is part of the eastâ€“west, cross-state route of the
New York State Canal System (formerly known as the New York State Barge Canal). Originally, it ran 363
miles (584 km) from where Albany meets the Hudson River to where Buffalo meets Lake Erie.It was built to
create a navigable water route from New York City and the Atlantic Ocean to ...
Erie Canal - Wikipedia
Â«CosÃ¬ il suo sguardo si levava a dominare prospettive politiche ben al di sopra e al di lÃ degli orizzonti di
tutti i suoi conterranei, spaziando oltre i confini degli Stati Uniti sul mondo intero, lÃ ove le sorti stesse della
democrazia erano in gioco. Spingeva lo sguardo non solo al di lÃ del suo Continente, ma oltre il tempo.
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